Drum Level Control Systems are used extensively throughout the process industries and the Utilities to control the level of boiling water contained in boiler drums on process plant and help provide a constant supply of steam.

If the level is too high, flooding of steam purification equipment can occur.

If the level is too low, reduction in efficiency of the treatment and recirculation function. Pressure can also build to dangerous levels.

A drum level control system tightly controls the level whatever the disturbances, level change, increase/decrease of steam demand, feedwater flow variations.

Suitable ABB products for use in Drum Level Control systems are:

- **COMMANDER 300 Controller** (for single-element systems)
- **COMMANDER 1900 Controller** (for single, two and three-element systems)
- **MOD 30ML** (for single, two and three-element systems)
- **MODCELL**
Drum Level Control Systems

In the process industries, boiling water to make steam is a very important procedure. The control of water level is a major function in this process and it is achieved through a water steam interface established in a cylindrical vessel called the drum which is usually lying on its side and located near the top of the boiler.

Providing tight water level control in a drum is accomplished by utilizing one of three types of drum level control: single-element, two-element, or three-element. All three types of control strategies can be provided for utilizing one MOD 30ML Controller and supporting field products such as ABB electronic differential pressure transmitters (type 621D) and WEDGE™ flow elements.

The Boiler Drum

Maintaining the correct water level in the drum is critical for many reasons. A water level that is too high causes flooding of the steam purification equipment; resulting in the carry over of water and impurities into the steam system. A water level that is too low results in a reduction in efficiency of the treatment and recirculation function. It can even result in tube failure due to overheating from lack of cooling water on the boiling surfaces. Normally drum level is expected to be held within 2 to 5cm of the set-point with some tolerance for temporary load changes.

Components Affecting Drum Water Level

Under boiling conditions, steam supporting field products such as bubbles exist below the water/steam level interface. These bubbles have volume and therefore displace water to create a misrepresentation of the true water level in the drum. Another effect upon drum level is pressure in the drum. Because steam bubbles compress under pressure (if the drum pressure changes due to load demands), the steam bubbles expand or contract respective to these pressure changes. A higher steam demand will cause the drum pressure to drop, and the steam bubbles to expand to give the appearance of a water level higher than it truly is. This fictitious higher water level causes the feedwater input to be shut down at a time when more water is really required. A surge in water level as a result of the drum pressure decreasing is called 'swell'. A water level decrease due to drum pressure increase is called 'shrink'.

Level Control Strategies

Figure 1 depicts three types of drum level control strategies with typical applications for each. While single-element drum level control is acceptable for steady boiler load conditions; as load changes become more frequent, unpredictable, or severe; this type of level control cannot respond quickly enough to compensate. More information must be included and processed to predetermine the amount of water to be added to the drum to compensate for load changes. The addition of elements (flow and transmitter devices) enables the controller to predict the amount of water added to the drum to maintain drum level set-point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Classification</th>
<th>Load Change Capabilities</th>
<th>Typical Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-element</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-element</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-element</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Application Chart for Drum Level Control System
Single-Element Drum Level Control

Figure 2 depicts the control scheme for single-element drum level control. In this configuration, only the water level in the drum is being measured (hence the term "single element"). LT-1 is an electronic differential pressure transmitter with a high static pressure range. The high side of the transmitter is connected to the bottom of the drum. Because of the drum's static pressure, the low side of the transmitter is connected to the top of the drum above the water/steam interface. This provides a reference for the transmitter by cancelling the static pressure effect and allowing only the water hydrostatic head to be measured.

A constant head reservoir is required to maintain a consistent head in the reference leg of the transmitter. This is often referred to as a "wet leg." The output of the electronic DP transmitter is the process input for the MOD 30ML Controller (LC-1), and the output is then compared to a drum level set-point. Any discrepancy between set-point and drum level causes an output from the MOD 30ML controller in compensation. Because controller action is reverse, as the drum level increases, a resultant output signal will decrease to close the feedwater control valve. The output of the Controller is fed to the feedwater control valve (FCV-1). If the feedwater valve is pneumatic, an IP (current-to-pressure) converter is required to change the Controller current output to accommodate the pneumatic valve.

Note that the response from the controller to the feedwater control valve is reactive; i.e. feedwater is added only in response to a drop in drum level. This type of control is acceptable if steam load changes are not dramatic because the controller can respond well to steady demands. In applications where steam load changes become frequent and unpredictable, a reactive strategy is better suited. This type of system requires more field devices for input.
Two-Element Drum Level Control System

A two-element drum level control system is capable of providing close adherence of drum level to its set-point under steady-state conditions as well as being capable of providing the required tight control during a transient. Its performance during transient conditions permits its use on many industrial boiler applications. Such applications are characterized by adequately-sized drums used with load changes of moderate rate and degree. These characteristics are usually found in plants with continuous-type processes, and those with mixed heating and processing demands. Caution should be exercised in its use on systems without reasonably constant feedwater pressure.

The term ‘two-element’ is derived from two variables: steam flow and drum level influence on the feedwater valve position. It is often classified as a combination ‘feed-forward-feedback’ system because the steam flow demand is fed forward as the primary index of the feedwater valve position. The drum level signal becomes the feedback which is used to constantly trim the accuracy of the feed-forward system and provide final control of the water/steam interface in the drum.

Refer to Figure 3 for the control scheme of a two-element drum level control. Note the left side of the dotted line is identical to that used in single-element control. Additional equipment required for two-element drum level control consists of a steam flow measuring device, a differential pressure transmitter, a square root extractor, a feedwater flow computer and a feedwater flow mode transfer station. At first this may appear like a large investment in order to gain stable drum level control, but as you will see this is not necessarily true.

How it works:

Steam flow is measured by the steam flow transmitter (FT-1), its signal is fed to the feedwater flow computer (FC-1) after processing through the square root extractor (FY-1). As in the single-element level control, the drum level is measured by the level transmitter (LT-1) and its signal is transmitted to the drum level controller (LC-1). In the drum level controller, the process signal is compared to the drum level set-point, where a required corrective output signal to maintain the drum level is produced. This corrective signal is sent to the feedwater flow computer. The feedwater flow computer combines the signal from the two variables, and produces an output signal to the feedwater control valve (FCV-1). Auto/Manual transfer of the feedwater control valve is accomplished via FK-1.

Nearly all of the load change work is done by the feed-forward system, for example, a pound of feedwater change is made for every pound of steam flow change. The drum level control system is used for compensation only.

It is expected that the drum level will be maintained very closely to the set-point value. This is true in spite of the low-to-moderate volume/throughput ratio and a wide operating range. As a result, integral response (reset) is a necessary function in the drum level controller.

Using one MOD 30ML Controller, four of the functions in the two-element control scheme are accomplished: level control (LC-1), square root extraction (FY-1), feedwater flow computation (FC-1), and feedwater flow mode transfer (FK-1). The MOD 30ML Controller is a multi-functional controller providing level control for LC-1. Utilizing the linearization block in the ML will provide the required square root function to obtain a linear signal from the steam flow transmitter. A math block in the Controller enables feedwater flow computations. Finally, a feedwater flow transfer
station is easily provided for with an operator-accessible Auto/Manual button on the Controller display. Once in manual, the controller output is ramped up or down by an operator using keys on the controller display. Should a totalized steam flow be required, the MOD 30ML Controller provides an eight-digit display of the totalized value.

FT-1 is an ABB electronic transmitter providing accuracy of 0.2% and is rugged enough to handle static pressures up to 6000 PSI.

Figure 3 Two-element drum level control system
Three-Element Drum Level Control System

In most drum level control applications, the two-element drum level control will maintain the required water/steam interface level – even under moderate load changes. However, if an unstable feedwater system exists exhibiting a variable feed header-to-drum pressure differential, or if large unpredictable steam demands are frequent, a three-element drum level control scheme should be considered. As implied from the previous information, this control strategy supplies control of feedwater flow in relationship to steam flow.

The performance of the three-element control system during transient conditions makes it very useful for general industrial and utility boiler applications. It handles loads exhibiting wide and rapid rates of change. Plants which exhibit load characteristics of this type are those with mixed, continuous, and batch processing demands. It is also recommended where normal load characteristics are fairly steady; but upsets can be sudden, unpredictable and/or a significant portion of the load.

How it works:

Figure 4 shows the control scheme for three-element drum level control. To the left of the dotted line, the instrumentation is the same as that for the two-element drum level control, with one exception: the output of the feedwater flow computer now becomes the set-point of the feedwater flow controller (FIC-2). Equipment required to complete our three-element drum level control scheme includes an additional flow device (FE-2) and differential pressure transmitter (FT-2).

The area to the left of the dotted line in figure 4 functions the same as that of a two-element drum level control. We can pick up the operation for this scheme where the output signal of the feedwater flow computer (the combination of steam flow and drum level) enters the feedwater controller (FIC-2).

This in effect becomes the set-point to this controller. Feedwater flow is measured by the transmitter (FT-2). The output signal of the feedwater flow transmitter is linearized by the square root extractor, (FY-2). This signal is the process variable to the feedwater controller and is compared to the output of the feedwater flow computer (set-point). The feedwater flow controller produces the necessary corrective signal to maintain feedwater flow at its set-point by the adjustment of the feedwater control valve (FCV-1).

As in the two-element drum level control scheme, nearly all of the work necessary to compensate for load change is done by the feed-forward system (i.e. a pound of feedwater change is made for every pound of steam flow change). The drum level portion of the control scheme is used only in a compensating role. Despite low-to-moderate volume/throughput ratio and a wide operating range, it is expected the drum level will be maintained very close to set-point. Achieving this requires use of the integrating response and reset in both the drum level and feedwater controllers.

This application may suggest that an additional controller is required for the feedwater flow controller, however this is not true. The MOD 30ML Controller is a multi-loop unit. An easily-configured feed-forward command in the MOD 30ML means no additional wiring is required to have the drum level controller and feedwater controller working together. Feedwater flow computations are effortlessly done in the maths block of the controller, all square root functions are performed within.

The feedwater flow element (FE-2), is an ABB WEDGE unit. A reliable, rugged, yet accurate measuring device that will be in service for many years. Many models include the option of mounting the transmitter on the WEDGE itself, thus eliminating the need for expensive lead lines, valves and flanges.
The feedwater flow transmitter (FT-2), is an ABB electronic differential pressure transmitter. If the system is appropriately designed, FT-1, FT-2, and LT-1 may be the same type of transmitter. This means stocking only one type of transmitter in the case of a transmitter failure.

Figure 4 Three-element drum level control system
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